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We study the adsorption, including wetting, of a Lennard-Jones gas on a rough surface consisting of rough layer on a smooth substrate with which the gas interacts via a 9-3 potential. The rough layer is two molecular diameters thick and consists of a disordered quenched matrix of hard spheres. As well as interacting with the other matrix spheres by the hard-sphere potential, the matrix molecules interact with the gas molecules by the hard-sphere potential. Hence, on average, the degree to which the gas molecules can approach the substrate depends only on the density of the matrix layer. The density of this rough layer has a significant effect. As the density of the matrix layer increases, the adsorption isotherms pass from wetting to a prewetting transition, and, if the layer is dense enough, to partial wetting. It is interesting that the prewetting transition remains first order. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. ͓S0021-9606͑99͒71001-9͔
Adsorption on a surface is a fascinating phenomenon. In recent years, there has been considerable interest in wetting. Of particular interest is the prewetting transition that is often a first-order transition. Evans and Chan 1 have given a brief review of this phenomenon recently. Evans has also written a more detailed review. 2 Most theories of wetting have been applied to the adsorption of a gas on a smooth surface. The effect of energetic and geometric heterogeneity on phase transitions, including those associated with wetting, involving flat surfaces and capillary condensation in pores has been studied. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] In these studies, the heterogeneity was introduced by mathematical constructions. Here, we wish to study these effects by means of a molecular model.
We consider the usual smooth surface that interacts with a gas via the 9-3 Lennard-Jones potential
͑1͒
The gas consists of Lennard-Jones molecules whose interaction potential is
where r c is the cutoff distance. In our model, ⑀ gs ϭ24⑀, gs ϭ0.6, and r c ϭ3. These parameters are representative of argon on graphite. Without loss of generality we assume to be the unit of length, ϭ1.
A layer consisting of a quenched matrix of hard spheres of diameter hs ϭ is then placed on the ''graphite'' surface. The matrix molecules interact with each other and with the gas molecules by means of the hard-sphere potential. We denote the matrix-matrix and the gas-matrix potentials by u mm (r) and u gm (r), respectively. The layer is 2 in thickness. The density of the matrix layer, m (z), is a function of the distance from the surface. We assume the simplest form of this function, namely
Depending on m 0 , the gas molecules partially penetrate the matrix layer ͑or do not penetrate at all, if m 0 is large enough͒. Of course, when m 0 ϭ0, there is no matrix layer present and the gas molecules can come right to the graphite surface.
To study the adsorption of the gas molecules by the surface, the inhomogeneous fluid density, (z), must be obtained. We start by writing the Born-Green-Yvon ͑BGY͒ equation for (z)
͑4͒
where g(r 1 ,r 2 ) and g gm (r 1 ,r 2 ) are the gas-gas and gasmatrix pair correlation functions. The BGY equation is an identity obtained from force balance considerations. This equation has been shown to be valid for quenched annealed mixtures. 11 To proceed further, we need some approximation for the inhomogeneous pair functions, g(r 1 ,r 2 ) and g gm (r 1 ,r 2 ). Of course, we could attempt to solve a set of equations for an inhomogeneous fluid and matrix. 12, 13 This would be difficult and time consuming. a͒ Electronic mail: stefan@hebe.umcs.lublin.pl JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL PHYSICS VOLUME 110, NUMBER 1 1 JANUARY 1999 In this study, we proceed in a simpler manner. We follow the Fischer and Methfessel ͑FM͒ 14,15 theory, developed for single component nonuniform fluids, and next generalized to study adsorption of fluid mixtures. 16 The BGY/FM approach yields results that agree well with simulations; also, it describes wetting. There is a close relation between this method and the density functional method 15 but the BGY/FM method is simpler to implement. We can achieve a further simplification by using the Weeks-ChandlerAndersen ͑WCA͒ 17 prescription for dividing the gas-gas potential into a repulsive and an attractive tail, u(r)ϭu rep (r) ϩu att (r), with
Recall that r m ϭ2 1/6 . Again following WCA, we substitute the repulsive potential by the hard-sphere potential. Further, we replace g(r 1 ,r 2 ) by the hard-sphere distribution function. To keep the analysis as simple as possible, we do not use an effective hard-sphere diameter but assume that is a reasonable choice for the hard-sphere diameter.
In the WCA approach, the first integral in Eq. ͑4͒ splits into two terms. One involves an integral of the derivative of u att (r). We evaluate this integral in a mean-field approximation and replace the correlation function by unity. The second integral involves the derivative of the hard-sphere potential and can be cast in terms of the delta function. As a result, only the contact value of the pair correlation function is needed. The second integral in Eq. ͑4͒ involves only hardsphere correlation functions. Again only contact values are needed. We approximate the inhomogeneous correlation functions by those of a homogeneous fluid with an averaged density at the mid point of the two molecules in the inhomogeneous fluid. Thus, g(r 1 ,r 2 ;r 12 ϭ)ϭg 0 (r 12 ϭ; (z 1 ,z 2 ), m (z 1 ,z 2 ) and g gm (r 1 ,r 2 ;r 12 ϭ)ϭg gm 0 (r 12 ϭ; (z 1 ,z 2 ), m (z 1 ,z 2 )), where the superscript 0 denotes the homogeneous system. Following FM, we average (z) and m (z) over a sphere of diameter centered at r c ϭ(r 1 ϩr 2 )/2. Thus,
where Vϭ 3 /6, with a similar equation for m (z 1 ,z 2 ). After integrating, our final equation is
where b is the bulk density of the gas. The gas-gas and matrix-gas RDFs can be obtained in a variety of ways, including simulations. 18, 19 Simulations seem to be excessively sophisticated for the relatively simple arguments that have been used to obtain Eq. ͑7͒. In this work, we evaluate these functions by solving the replica Ornstein- Zernike ͑ROZ͒ equations, using the Percus-Yevick ͑PY͒ approximation. The ROZ/PY approximation gives a good description of a homogeneous hard-sphere fluid in a disordered hard-sphere matrix consisting of hard spheres of the same size. We stress that recently similar theory has been successfully applied to study adsorption of hard spheres in slitlike with hard walls, filled with a hard-sphere matrix. 20 As is seen in Fig. 1 , where some adsorption isotherms, calculated from
are plotted for the specific temperature T*ϭkT/⑀ϭ0.9. The isotherm for the matrix density m 0 ϭ0 is above the surface critical point whereas the isotherm for m 0 ϭ0.15 is clearly below the temperature at which prewetting first appears.
On the other hand, for values of m 0 in the vicinity of m 0 ϭ0.12, there is a clear first-order prewetting transition. The order of this transition is rather interesting. One might think that the rough disordered matrix layer would cause the transition, if it existed at all, to become continuous. We see from our results that this is not the case. The limiting value of b ϭ0.013 25 is the density of the vapor that is in equilibrium with the bulk liquid phase, calculated from the FM formalism. 21 In Fig. 2͑a͒ , density profiles are plotted for m 0 ϭ0.12. The existence of layers of two different thicknesses at b ϭ0.011 is clearly apparent. As b is increased to the density of the vapor that coexists with the liquid phase, the adsorbed layer becomes infinitely thick.
Density profiles for m 0 ϭ0 are plotted in Fig. 2͑b͒ . It is clear that as b is increased, there is a continuous growth in the thickness of the adsorbed ''liquidlike'' layer. As b approaches the density of the vapor that coexists with the liquid phase, the adsorbed layer becomes infinitely thick and there is complete wetting. Also in Fig. 2͑b͒ , the density profile for m 0 ϭ0.15 is shown for the density b ϭ0.013 20 that is almost equal to the bulk coexistence density of b,coex ϭ0.013 25. It is to be noted that this film remains thin.
The phase diagram of this system, obtained from this approach, is shown in Fig. 3 We find that a rough disordered layer of hard spheres on a graphitelike substrate can change the adsorption isotherms significantly even if the density of the layer is small. For the single temperature that we have reported, we find that increasing the matrix density causes the adsorbed layer to pass from wetting to a first-order prewetting transition and then to partial wetting without a transition. Thus, increasing m 0 inhibits wetting. It is interesting that the prewetting transition remains first order.
It will be interesting to examine the effects on adsorption of changing the manner of formation and the nature of the constituents of the rough matrix layer. Such studies are being undertaken. 
